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In bold and certain defiance of â€œthe great and the goodâ€• who continue to proclaim â€œGlobal

Warmingâ€• to be â€œsettled science,â€• author M S King aligns himself firmly and proudly in the

camp of what the media refers to as â€œclimate change deniers.â€• What separates this work from

that of so many other excellent books and documentaries which debunk the hoax of manmade

â€œGlobal Warmingâ€• is that it provides a complete picture of the scam â€“ one that not only

encompasses the Fake Science, but also ties it into the public relations component and the

historical geopolitical context which drives the â€œClimate Bogeyman.â€•It is self-defeating to

â€œrespectfully disagreeâ€• with the warmists. Any respect afforded to that crowd implies that they,

in the words of one â€œdenialistâ€• film maker, are â€œnot evil, just wrong.â€• To hell with pulling

punches! These people need to be called out.Now there are indeed many innocent fools and dupes,

including some scientists, who, under the influence of propaganda and â€œexpertâ€• authority, have

obediently swallowed the dogmatic dung of â€œGlobal Warmingâ€• -- aka â€œClimate Changeâ€• --

and actually do believe in it. As for the inner circle movers and shakers behind the great scam;

these EVIL conspirators know exactly what they are doing and they need to be placed on the

defensive and called out not as fools or merely sloppy practitioners of science, but as the criminal

hoaxsters that they and their invisible handlers truly are.Letâ€™s unmask this gigantic fraud.
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This book is a great expose on the hoax of "Global Warming/Climate Change". Essential reading for

anyone who has read Mr. King's other works and also knows what "Fake News" really means.

Tells it like it is. Couldn't put it down. Brings it all together and back to the beginning. Highly

recommended!

I've been waiting for a book that debunks the Global Warming hoax is way that any lay person or

High School student can very easily understand. This is it! And after destroying the fake science of it

all, King does a masterful job of revealing who it is that is behind the global criminal scam and why.

Well written, well researched, engaging and very funny "educational comedy" at times. Another

outstanding work by M S King.

The author, as usual in all his politically incorrect books, tackles the subject from all angles, refuting

the standard arguments while giving credible alternative explanations. If an open-minded reader

grasps the main points of the book's many chapters, it is unlikely that he would become or remain

an adherent of the global-warming theory -- at the very least he would be skeptical of the validity of

the alleged "science" claiming to support it.

This is definitely the best book I've read on the subject of the global warming/climate change hoax.

It thoroughly covers the scientific community's and the media's role in this lie. The sections about

who is behind the hoax and why, are very interesting. Other subjects, including the wind, solar, and

bio-fuel's scams are also discussed. The book is obviously very well researched and written. I highly

recommend it.

Anyone who has done the minimum amount of required research to form a valid opinion on the

issue of "Climate Change" would be forced to face the realization that it is clearly a fabrication of the

grandest scale. Michael S. King, the author, as usual, always does his homework AND MORE. The

man knows more about "what really happened" and what's really happening at so many levels it is

mind-boggling, yet he manages to appeal to all ages with his easy to read surmisal of events and

the changes we are confronted with daily, forced down our throats at such a rate that we are being



glutted with untruths (to the point of mental illness). Writing with skill and humor and comforting his

readers at the same time, Mr. King's expertise on events soothes us with the truth that there is light

at the end of the tunnel. A must-read for everyone who wants to know the truth at all costs.

This is a great and well researched study, very clear and even funny to read. It tells us how the

"Global Warming " hoax was created, who is promoting it and what is the true intention behind it. I

recommend also "The Bad War by the same author.
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